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My name is Anne.
I live with my family in Sutherland in the north of Scotland and travel to Aberdeen a
couple of days a week during term time to attend lectures and workshops for my
course.
I’ve come into teaching rather late in life, having worked as a freelance copywriter for
17 years before applying for the teacher training course at Aberdeen. I completed my
MA Religious Studies at Edinburgh University in 1992. I was interested to read
Angela’s biography and hear that she’d been to Edinburgh. I remember quite a few
students who went on exchanges to Tubingen from New College!
The teacher training course has been challenging but very rewarding for me.
This photo was taken last time I was in Germany. I don’t know why I’m smiling,
because we’d just had a breakdown on the autobahn.
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Think of Scotland, and you might come up with images of misty mountains, castles,
whisky, the Loch Ness Monster – and Scottish tartan. Tartans are traditionally
associated with Scottish clans such as the Clan MacKenzie, MacLeod or Morrison. A
tartan is a symbol of belonging, connecting a person to a name, a geographical
location, a history.
My purpose in creating lessons on ‘identity tartans’ was to get away from narrow
definitions of Scottish identity based on ethnicity and instead:




explore the complexities of personal identity
show how individual identities can contribute to a sense of collective identity
foster a sense of belonging within the class group

The lessons were part of a unit on Islam for S2 classes (ages 13-14).

The Islamic tartan is a registered Scottish tartan
that represents a weaving together of Scottish
and Islamic heritage.
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After showing pupils images from the Islamic Tartan (www.islamictartan.com)
website, I asked them to consider the different factors that make up personal identity
(for example: language; place; family; religion; beliefs; personal interests). Pupils
were then tasked with creating a unique personal identity statement and writing it out
on a coloured strip of paper. The strips were woven together with ribbon to make a
unique class ‘tartan.’
The lessons have been a good way to encourage pupils to get to know one another
better and to recognise how different their personal identities are. Some pupils were
looked-after or adopted children, so it was important to stress the importance of
personal interests, friends, school or community as identity markers and not to overstate the importance of ancestry. The images from the Islamic tartan website were
particularly well received, challenging stereotypes and showing how cultural
influences can be successfully combined.
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It occurs rather often in school and teacher education: the participants start talking
about “us” and “them”. Even in groups critical of church and religion and also in very
heterogeneous groups there is often an understandable but, considered more
accurately, unrealistic way of referring to “other religions”, “the Islam”, “our religion” or
“our culture”. Social science literature refers to this as the phenomenon of “othering”.
Lajos Brons: Othering, an Analysis. In: Transcience. 6, Nr. 1, 2015, 69–90. ISSN 2191-1150.
Sune Qvotrup Jensen: Othering, identity formation and agency. In: Qualitative Studies. 2, Nr. 2, 2011, 63-78.
Christine Riegel: Bildung – Intersektionalität – Othering. Pädagogisches Handeln in widersprüchlichen Verhältnissen.
Bielefeld 2016.

A playful approach to the topic could be the teaching material of identity tartans
(developed by the Scottish READY partner Anne Morrison. One could introduce the
Scottish examples and then let the learners fill out and discuss the work sheet
dealing with the question “Who are we?”.
In some cases it might be useful after completing work sheet individually to weight
the items, e.g. following the instruction “Give five points (if you wish cumulative) for
those identity markers which seem to be particularly important to you.”
Page 8 shows the survey results of an upper secondary grammar school class in
protestant Religious Education. The result corresponds to the findings of youth
sociology: Family, peer group and recreational activities are most important for young
people and rank even before school. It is surprising that in a class, obviously very
interested in Religious Education, hardly anyone notes down religion as an “identity
marker”. This should be discussed in the learning group.
Peter Kliemann, Staatliches Seminar für Didaktik und Lehrerbildung (Gymnasien) Tübingen / Germany
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Who are “we”? My “identity markers“
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Who are “we”? My identity markers
family
friends, girlfriend
vacations, traveling; Föhr (North Sea), Bavaria/Munich, Skandinavia
music; playing the cello, orchestra, piano
sports; tennis, soccer, skiing/snowboarding, football, skiing, skating
food, eating; lasagna, chocolate, coffee, sushi, tea
school
books, Harry Potter, reading
cars (technology), car, getting my driver’s licence
religion, Presbytarian
hobbies
cooking
socialmedia, smartphone/computer
movies
theater
sleeping
clothes
public viewing
my home
adventures
animals
nature, landscape
German / Swabian guy
American
Chinese
British
Germany
Sweden
Tübingen
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Replies of 15 upper secondary grammar school students (Protestant Religious Education)
th

& two American exchange students, Uhland-Gymnasium / Tübingen, July 6 , 2016.

